
Languagecaster.com: Learn English Through Football
World Cup 2022 - Qatar 

languagecaster.com has regular podcasts with transcripts to help English language learners who 
are also interested in football. There is also a glossary of football language, each linked to an 
explanation or discussion of the language.


~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~


Newspaper Headlines: One Love on the Pitch but Disharmony off it 

Pre listening 1 
Discuss these questions with your partner/s:

1. What do you think the headline ‘One Love on the Pitch but 

Disharmony off it’ means (think about the words ‘love’ and ‘dis-
harmony’).


2. Should athletes (footballers, baseball players, runners, etc.) be able 
to wear armbands that show they support political or social 
campaigns? What are some arguments to support this and some 
opinions against it?


Pre listening 2 
Check you understand these words:


controversy (controversial), prevent, harmonious (harmony), threaten 


Listen 1 
Listen and fill in the blank spaces (the number in brackets = the number of missing words).


In this headline (2)_______________ i-newspaper, there is a continuation of the controversy around 

the (2)_______________ rainbow armband that captain Harry Kane was planning to wear in 

England's opening game (3)_______________ World Cup but which FIFA (1)_______________ 

him from doing. The armband design included the rainbow colours and also the slogan 

'OneLove' (3)_______________ LGBT+ communities. This idea of One Love in the headline is all 

about (3)________________________ and has been used to describe England's happiness at easily 

defeating Iran 6-2.

Listen 2 
Listen and find the mistakes.


However, away from the game things are not so harmonious and this is why they have used the word 

'disharmony' to describe this situation; with FIFA warning countries if they wore the armband. Of 

course, the final two words of the phrase 'off it' refers to what's going on away from the match itself - 

'off the pitch'.  A summary of the heading would be something like….’

Think
What would your paraphrase/summary of the headline be? Was it the same as Languagecaster’s?
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For teachers 
This activity can be a short warm up, filler, relevant (as in the World Cup is going on now!) activity 
or you can expand it by adding additional pre-listening activities, vocabulary expansion 
(synonyms, antonyms, create your own sentences), and post activity discussion on the topics and 
issues.


The Listen 1 section focuses on some key words but also unstressed words and word linking. 
Read at a pace that suits your class and practice linking and intonation afterwards as necessary. 
You can also use the audio of the script on the site.


The Listen 2 section, error awareness, focuses on important points in the post.


Script 
Newspaper Headlines: One Love on the Pitch but Disharmony off it

Listen 1

In this headline from the i-newspaper, there is a continuation of the controversy around the 'One 
Love' rainbow armband that captain Harry Kane was planning to wear in England's opening game 
at the 2022 World Cup but which FIFA prevented him from doing so. The armband design 
included the rainbow colours and also the slogan 'OneLove' in support of LGBT+ communities. 
This idea of One Love in the headline is all about happiness and togetherness and has been used 
to describe England's happiness at easily defeating Iran 6-2. 

Listen 2

However, away from the pitch things are not so harmonious and this is why they have used the 
word 'disharmony' to describe this situation; with FIFA threatening countries if they wore the 
armband. Of course, the final two words of the phrase 'off it' refers to what's going on away from 
the game itself - 'off the pitch'.  

Think

A summary of the headline would be something like, 'England played really well despite the 
problems they faced with FIFA over the captain's Rainbow  Armband.'
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